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Overview:  Bullying and Harassment in the Legal 

Profession 
 

As a body representing and regulating the legal profession in Scotland, the Law Society of 

Scotland seeks to promote the interests of the solicitors‟ profession, provide support to 

address the needs of all its represented members, and promote the interests of the public in 

relation to the profession.   

 

Workplace bullying has been recognised in all sectors of the UK workforce, and there is 

strong evidence that bullying and harassment is generally under-reported in most 

professions and organisations. The Society identified as a key objective to “tackle and 

reduce the bullying and harassment” within the legal profession.  This guidance is designed 

to provide practical advice to individuals and firms to help them prevent bullying and 

harassment and to deal effectively with any cases that occur. 

 

 

What is bullying and harassment? 
 

There are many definitions of bullying and harassment.  These terms are used 

interchangeably and many definitions include bullying as a form of harassment. 

 

Bullying is often described as the process whereby an employee is intimidated, mistreated or 

humiliated.  It can be characterised by offensive, malicious or insulting behaviour which is 

designed to undermine the confidence and capability of the victim. 

 

Harassment can be described as unwanted behaviour which affects the dignity of people at 

work. It may be persistent or an isolated incident.  Either way, the key is that the actions or 

comments are seen as demeaning or humiliating and are unacceptable to the recipient. 

 

In addition, “harassment” which is related to “a protected characteristic” is a form of conduct 

expressly prohibited by the Equality Act. S26 of the Equality Act 2010 provides that “A 

person (A) harasses another (B) if A engages in unwanted conduct related to a relevant 

protected characteristic, and the conduct has the purpose or effect of violating B‟s dignity, or 

creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment for B.” 

 

The protected characteristics under the Equality Act are race, gender, age, disability, religion 

or belief, sexual orientation, gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity, and marriage 

and civil partnership. 

 

Examples of bullying/harassing behaviour include:  

 ridiculing or demeaning someone; 

 exclusion or victimisation; 

 spreading malicious rumours or insulting someone; 

 inappropriate intrusive questioning, particularly into personal and domestic life; 

 overbearing supervision; 

 deliberately undermining an employee by overloading and constant criticism; 
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 unwelcome sexual advances – touching, standing too close, inappropriate language 

or behaviour, display of offensive material; and 

 preventing employees progressing by intentionally blocking promotion or training 

opportunities. 

 

Bullying and harassment can occur in various forms.  It can be face to face, occur in emails 

or visual images, through other written communications or over the phone.  It can be hard 

to recognise as it may not be obvious.  It may be by an individual against another individual, 

by someone in a position of authority such as a manager or a supervisor or a third party 

such as a customer, client, supplier, committee member or panel chair. An employer can still 

be held responsible in certain circumstances if they do not protect their staff from this or 

address concerns raised (S40 Equality Act 2010).  It may also involve groups of people for 

example, a group acting together to isolate another colleague. 

 

 

What is the impact of bullying and harassment? 
 

The impact of bullying and harassment to individuals and organisations are well researched.  

Bullying and harassment makes the victim anxious and humiliated.  The individual may 

suffer stress, loss of confidence and self-esteem leading to illness, absence from work and 

even resignation. 

 

The costs to the business may include low morale, inefficiency, long term illness, potential 

recruitment and retraining costs due to the loss of staff.  Job performance is almost always 

affected and employee relations in the workplace suffer. 

 

There will also be a direct cost to the business should an employee make a successful claim 

to the Employment Tribunal for constructive dismissal or for harassment amounting to 

discrimination under the Equality Act 2010, as well as any associated legal costs. A 

successful claim against an employer will also damage the reputation of the organisation as 

an employer and, potentially, to prospective clients. A claim of harassment may also 

prejudice a firm‟s prospects when tendering for new business as those looking to appoint 

new providers will often ask for details about a firm‟s record of claims or complaints.   
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What can individuals and/or employees do? 
 

1. Identify early warning signs.  Some early warning signs may include: 

 The working relationship feels different from any you have previously experienced; 

 You are being persistently „got at‟; 

 Your work is being criticised even though you know that your standards have not 

slipped; and 

 You start beginning to question whether these mistakes you are supposed to have 

made really are your fault. 

 

If this is an accurate picture of what is happening to you at work, reflect on what has 

happened in the recent past and ask consider the following: 

 What has changed? 

 Do you have a new boss? 

 Has pressure on your current boss increased? 

 Have you recently changed jobs? 

 Are your objectives being repeatedly altered? 

 Have you been asked to do things outside your job description? 

 Are you under more personal scrutiny? 

 Are you feeling less involved? 

 

2. Identify options and decide on a course of action.  If you feel you are being 

bullied or harassed, there are a number of options to consider: 

 talk to colleagues to find out if anyone else is suffering similar treatment or may have 

witnessed what has happened to you; 

 go and talk to someone you feel comfortable with to discuss the problem, this could 

be your manager, someone in HR, a colleague, and/or LawCare; 

 keep a diary of all the incidents and record dates, times, witnesses and your feelings; 

 keep copies of anything that is relevant, for instance letters, memos, notes of 

meetings or emails; 

 tell the person to stop whatever it is they are doing that is causing you distress as 

they might not realise what effect their behaviour or actions is having on you - if you 

find this difficult you could ask someone else to act on your behalf; 

 if you feel unable to confront the bully/harasser consider writing to them making it 

clear that you object to this behaviour, keep a copy of this and any reply; and 

 if you decide to make a formal complaint, follow your employer‟s procedure or 

contact LawCare or the Law Society of Scotland. 
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3. Be aware of and use available resources and support.  These include: 

 LawCare is a free confidential helpline, entirely separate from the Society but funded 

by us to support our members.  LawCare can also come to your firm/faculty and 

provide CPD (at a small fee covering only transport and materials) on bullying and 

harassment, stress, and other issues.  Contact: www.LawCare.org.uk, 0800 279 6888 

 ACAS provides guidance for employers and employees on bullying and harassment at 

work. Contact:  Helpline at 08457 47 47 47; www.acas.org.uk 

 The Andrea Adams Trust is committed to helping both the individual and 

organisation deal with the problem of bullying and harassment. Contact:  

www.andreaadamstrust.org; 01273 275099 

 

 

http://www.lawcare.org.uk/
http://www.andreaadamstrust.org/
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What can firms or employers do? 
 

1. Learn about the issue of bullying and harassment in the legal profession.  It is in 

the interest of firms and the legal profession to promote a safe, healthy and fair work 

environment.  Bullying and harassment can create serious problems for firms and 

employers, including: 

 Increased use of sick leave; 

 High staff turnover – increased recruitment and training costs, impact on products, 

services and clients; 

 Demoralising impact on rest of team; 

 Low morale and reduced productivity; 

 Poor performance and increased mistakes; 

 Direct and indirect financial costs, e.g. through employment tribunals; and 

 Damage to the organisation's reputation. 

 

2. Create a formal policy or statement of commitment.  Employees do not always 

feel able or confident enough to complain, particularly if the harasser is a manager or 

senior employee in the business.  It is, therefore, important for employers to ensure that 

employees are aware of the options open to them for dealing with bullying and 

harassment.  A clear policy or statement on bullying and harassment is the first step.  

Two models policies:  one on "Dignity at the Work Policy" and "Bullying and 

Harassment Policy" are outlined below. 

 

Creating a policy can and should be a simple process for all employers, whether a large 

or small firm, or a legal team.   

 

It should include: 

 a clear statement from senior management that bullying and harassment will not be 

tolerated, and/or a clear statement of the firm's commitment to working towards a 

work environment in which all employees are treated fairly and with respect and 

dignity by fellow employees, managers, partners and clients alike. . 

 examples of unacceptable behaviour including treatment by clients and customers 

that will not be tolerated; and 

 a statement that bullying and harassment may be treated as disciplinary offences. 

 

3. Provide clear guidance and/or procedures for the policy.  To ensure that the 

policy is implemented, firms should provide written guidance and/or procedures that 

include: 

 how to make a complaint and who it should be made to; 

 a statement that complaints will be dealt with promptly, sensitively and 

confidentially; 

 reference to grievance procedures (formal and informal), including timescales for 

action; 

 an explanation of the investigation process, outlining timescales; 
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 an assurance that the employee making the complaint will not be moved from their 

normal place of work, unless they request this; and 

 be clear that unfounded allegations made maliciously will be investigated and dealt 

with in accordance with disciplinary procedures. 

 

4. Provide training especially to managers.  Employers should provide appropriate 

training for managers not only regarding the policy and the process but also how to deal 

with the victim and the person accused of bullying or harassment.  Training should cover 

the fact that employees may be held personally liable for harassment and named as a 

party in discrimination proceedings in the Employment Tribunal. 

 

Effective training should build awareness, knowledge and skills around bullying and 

harassment and creating a workplace culture of dignity and respect 

An effective way to provide training in this area is to integrate the topic into other 

trainings such as: 

 Managing Performance 

 Effective Communication 

 Conflict Styles 

 Managing and Resolving Conflict 

 Managing Teams 

 

5. Build a workplace culture of effective response to complaints.  An effective 

response to a complaint of bullying or harassment is critical to early resolution and 

minimising the destructive impact of the conflict.   

 

Effective responses include: 

 Taking the complaint seriously.  An employee would not normally make an accusation 

unless they feel seriously aggrieved; 

 Investigating the complaint promptly and objectively.  All the circumstances should 

be considered, in particular, the impact of the alleged behaviour and the perception 

of the complainant.  Harassment/bullying may be perceived differently by different 

people.  Behaviour which is considered bullying by one person may be considered 

firm management by another.  It is, therefore, important for employers to gather and 

review all the evidence and ask themselves whether what has taken place could 

reasonably cause offence. 

 If the complaint by your employee involves the employee of a client you will have to 

consider how to involve the client in investigating and resolving the issue; For other 

third party harassment complaints, it will be necessary to consider how they can be 

tackled, for example by considering using their employers complaints procedure, or 

by developing an “Unacceptable Actions by Service Users Policy”. Such a policy can 

be used to manage the behaviour of and contact with third parties with whom your 

staff are required to interact.  

 Exploring possible ways to resolve the issues.  In some cases it may be possible to 

deal with the issue informally.  Sometimes people are unaware of the effect that their 

behaviour is having. An informal discussion with an agreement that the behaviour 

will cease may resolve matters.   
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 Where an informal resolution is not possible, the employer may decide that the 

matter is a disciplinary issue which needs to be dealt with in accordance with the 

organisation‟s disciplinary policy. As in any disciplinary issue, it is important to 

follow a fair procedure. Acas publishes a Code of Practice for Discipline and Grievance 

which sets out basic and practical guidance to employers, employees and employee 

representatives. This can be found at: 

http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=1774.  

 It is important to note that in any disciplinary procedure the accused must be given 

fair notice of the allegations and the evidence which supports the allegations. It will 

be necessary to consider very carefully any request for confidentiality from any 

employee whose complaint might lead to disciplinary action, and where their 

complaint and identity requires to be disclosed as part of the disciplinary procedure, 

to ensure that the employee understands why it has to be done. Both parties should 

be advised that they must keep details of the complaint confidential, and should not 

attempt to discuss it between themselves or others outwith any disciplinary hearing.  

 

 Providing appropriate resources and options such as mediation, counselling and 

training.  Employees may find counselling and mediation helpful and employers may 

wish to utilise the services of external companies and organisations who offer this 

service.  Larger organisations may wish to consider training their own in house 

counsellor or mediator. 

6. Additional Sources of Support and Guidance for employers 

 

 ACAS: Provides on-line guidance to employers as well as employees, and provides 

training for managers, supervisors and HR professionals to develop the necessary 

skills to deal with employment relations issues. 

www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=1864   

 LawCare: Can provide on-site training on dealing with bullying and harassment. See 

www.LawCare.org.uk 

 Business Gateway: Provides practical help, advice and support for new and growing 

businesses in Scotland. There is advice available specific to handling bullying and 

harassment:  

See:http://www.bgateway.com/bdotg/action/layer?r.l1=1073858787&r.l2=10742074

87&r.s=tl&site=202&topicId=1074038578 

 

http://www.acas.org.uk/index.aspx?articleid=1774
http://www.lawcare.org.uk/
http://www.bgateway.com/bdotg/action/layer?r.l1=1073858787&r.l2=1074207487&r.s=tl&site=202&topicId=1074038578
http://www.bgateway.com/bdotg/action/layer?r.l1=1073858787&r.l2=1074207487&r.s=tl&site=202&topicId=1074038578
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Model Policies 
 

Below are two examples of bullying and harassment policies adapted from Skills 

Development Scotland (Example 1) and CIPD (Chartered Institute of Personnel and 

Development) (Example 2).   

 

 Example 1 is a typical policy that addresses bullying and harassment by focusing on 

defining negative behaviours. 

 Example 2, Dignity at Work Policy, is an example of a policy that aims to identify 

positive behaviours and the benefits they can bring to organisations and individuals. 

 

These policies are not intended to be prescriptive.  Organisations should adapt these policies 

to take into account their own organisational size, structure and culture. 

 

Example 1:  Preventing Workplace Bullying and Harassment Policy 
 

Introduction 

 

Our organisation is committed to treating every member of staff with dignity and respect at 

work or in the course of their work. It is our policy to ensure, as far as reasonably 

practicable, that all employees are able to work in an environment free from bullying and 

harassment. 

 

Unacceptable Behaviour 

 

There is no single definition of what constitutes unacceptable behaviour. What is acceptable 

behaviour to one member of staff may not be acceptable to another. We should all be aware 

of the effect that our behaviour or language may have on others.  

There are various types of behaviour which are forms of, or could lead to bullying and 

harassment. They can have a detrimental effect on both individuals and the organisation, 

significantly lower staff morale and motivation, cause increased absenteeism and turnover of 

staff and, in some cases, end in legal proceedings.  

 

Although unacceptable behaviour may be repetitive, a single incident may be serious enough 

to merit immediate disciplinary action. Bullying and harassment do not necessarily occur on 

a face to face basis. They might also be through written, email, text or telephone 

communication, downloading offensive materials or graffiti. Behaviour outside the workplace 

can fall within the scope of the policy.  

 

Useful Definitions and Examples  

 

Harassment  

 

ACAS describes harassment as “unwanted conduct related to a relevant protected 

characteristic, which has the purpose or effect of violating an individual‟s dignity or creating 

an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment for that individual.    
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Examples could include:  

 Physical or verbal abuse or intimidation.  

 Jokes, banter, insinuations, insults and taunts based on a person‟s nationality, age, 

sexuality, religion etc.  

 Asking intimate questions about a person‟s disability.  

 

Harassment does not depend on the intention of the offender, but on the impact of their 

behaviour on the victim. What one individual may find acceptable may be unacceptable to 

another. 

 

Bullying  

 

ACAS describes bullying as: “Offensive, intimidating, malicious or insulting behaviour, an 

abuse or misuse of power through means intended to undermine, humiliate, denigrate or 

injure the recipient”.  Examples could include:  

 Aggression or verbal abuse.  

 Withholding information from or deliberately excluding an individual.  

 Making others feel upset, humiliated, threatened or vulnerable.  

 Excessive or under supervision.  

 Overruling a person‟s authority or undermining skills and capabilities.  

 Setting impossible objectives.  

 

The difference between bullying and legitimate exercise of management authority should be 

clear. Managers have to be able to manage their staff, for example by: 

 Issuing reasonable instructions and expecting them to be carried out.  

 Setting expected standards of performance supported by the performance 

management framework.  

 Giving legitimate, constructive and fair criticism of performance or behaviour at work.  

Carrying out these duties in a fair, reasonable and consistent manner does not constitute an 

act of harassment, victimisation, discrimination or bullying. Managers should ensure that 

they perform these duties whilst upholding the principles of this policy and respecting the 

dignity of employees. 

 

Procedures for Dealing with Inappropriate Behaviour  

 

The aim of this policy is to stop undesirable and offensive behaviour. Where appropriate, 

every effort should be made to resolve the situation informally, although it is recognised that 

some incidents, by their serious nature, will need to be dealt with under the organisation‟s 

formal procedure from the outset. Employees are encouraged to seek to resolve any issues 

on an informal basis as they arise. Where necessary, formal complaints should be made as 

soon as possible following the incident(s) and follow the organisation‟s complaint process 

and procedures. All complaints must be taken seriously and dealt with confidentially and 

promptly.  Where formal disciplinary procedures are commenced as a result of an allegation 

made, information about the allegations, and the evidence supporting them will require to be 

disclosed to those involved in the process. However any information disclosed must be kept 

strictly confidential, and must not be discussed outwith that process. 
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Policy Responsibility 

 

All Employees  

 Be aware of their own behaviour and its effect on others, ensuring that they remain 

above reproach at all times.  

 Consistently demonstrate behaviour which is professional, conducive to team-working 

and respectful of colleagues and customers.  

 Support any colleague who feels they have been harassed or bullied and encourage 

them to seek help from an appropriate source. 

 Remembering that unless unacceptable behaviour is reported then no action can be 

taken to deal with it.  

 

Managers  

 

 Proactively endeavour to ensure that their team works in an environment which is 

free from harassment, bullying, victimisation and discrimination.  

 Lead by example through a fair and open management style.  

 Ensure that all employees for whom they have responsibility are aware of and 

understand the policy and procedures in relation to dignity at work, diversity and 

equal opportunities.  

 Act upon any inappropriate behaviour (in line with this policy and the Disciplinary 

Policy and Procedure). It is not acceptable to do nothing as you and the organisation 

may later be held accountable for lack of action.  

 

Employer  

 

As an employer, the organisation must take all reasonably practical steps to ensure that:  

 All employees are able to work in a safe and non-threatening working environment.  

 All managers and other employees are equipped to identify and deal with issues 

related to harassment, bullying, victimisation and discrimination.  

 All reasonable steps, including appropriate training and advice are in place to prevent 

the occurrence of harassment and/or bullying.  

 All complaints are dealt with sensitively, effectively, professionally and quickly.  

 Incidents of unacceptable behaviour are monitored and issues arising addressed.  

 Policy and procedures are reviewed regularly.  

 

Example 2:  Dignity at Work Policy 
 

Statement of Commitment 

 

Our organization is committed to working towards creating a workplace in which all 

employees are treated with dignity and respect.  
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The aims of the Dignity at Work Policy are to: 

 ensure the dignity at work of all our employees 

 promote respect and value of differences 

 make full use of the talents of all the workforce 

 demonstrate our commitment to equal opportunities for all 

 prevent acts of discrimination, exclusion, unfair treatment and other negative or 

demeaning behaviours 

 promote effective and constructive communications 

 support effective handling of conflict 

 educate our workforce in the development of positive behaviours 

 

Benefits of the Policy 

 

The organisation recognises that everyone benefits from a workplace that promotes a 

fulfilling and productive working relationship; encourages the constructive discussion of 

differences of views and approaches; and, deals firmly but fairly with negative behaviours, 

including bullying and harassment. 

 

This approach benefits the organisation and the employee by:  

 

 providing clear examples of the positive behaviours that it expects from all its 

employees 

 providing training and support in resolving difference and conflict 

 monitoring the organisational culture and climate 

 providing effective and fair processes and procedures for dealing with negative 

behaviours including bullying and harassment. 

 

Principles of the Policy 

 

Our organisation: 

 

 Protect the dignity of all our employees. 

 Review all policies and procedures so that they are consistent with the principles of 

justice, fairness and respect for employees and the organisation. 

 Ensure that there are appropriate procedures, systems and campaigns in place to 

promote the dignity of the employee at work. 

 Educate all employees on their personal responsibility to behave in a way that 

respects the dignity of fellow workers. 

 Audit and review the key indicators of adherence to the dignity at work standards. 

 Provide advice, information and support that protects the dignity of our workers.  

 Raise awareness of the Dignity at Work Policy and Procedures, making training and 

education available at all levels in the organisation. 

Develop systems to assess the effectiveness of our actions and intervention
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Resources 
 

The Law Society of Scotland:  Trainee Support 
The Society provides a dedicated help and support service specifically aimed to meet the 

needs of trainees. Trainees can contact the Society to discuss any issue they might have 

with their traineeship on a confidential or anonymous basis with an experienced member of 

staff who can offer guidance, advice and assistance for individuals who need help in dealing 

with issues or difficulties affecting their traineeship. 

 

The service is there to assist trainees whether they are seeking formal intervention or 

simply looking to be able to discuss the issue without formal action being taken. 

 

Contact Details: 

Website: www.lawscot.org.uk/becomingasolicitor/trainees/trainee-support  

Email: katiewood@lawscot.org.uk 

Tel:  0131 476 8105/8200. 

 

LawCare 
LawCare is a free confidential helpline, entirely separate from the Society but has funding 

from the Society to support its members.  LawCare can also come to your firm/faculty and 

provide CPD (at a small fee covering only transport and materials) on bullying and 

harassment, stress, and other issues. 

 

Contact details: 

Website:  www.LawCare.org.uk 

Tel:  0800 279 6888 (9am – 7.30pm Monday to Friday,10am – 4pm at weekends) 

 

 
Stonewall  

Stonewall was founded in 1989 by a small group of women and men who had been active 

in the struggle against Section 28 of the Local Government Act; Section 28 was an 

offensive piece of legislation designed to prevent the so-called 'promotion' of 

homosexuality in schools; as well as stigmatising gay people it also galvanised the gay 

community. 

 

Contact details:  

Website:   http://www.stonewall.org.uk/ 

Info Line:   08000 50 20 20 (Mon-Fri 9:30am to 5:30pm) 

 

 

UNISON 
UNISON is Britain and Europe's biggest public sector union with more than 1.3 million 

members. Our members are people working in the public services, for private contractors 

providing public services and in the essential utilities. They include frontline staff and 

managers working full or part time in local authorities, the NHS, the police service, colleges 

and schools, the electricity, gas and water industries, transport and the voluntary sector. 

Last year UNISON recruited 137,000 new members - 375 per day. 

 

Contact details: 

Website: http://www.unison.org.uk/ 

Tel:  0845 355 0845 

http://www.lawscot.org.uk/becomingasolicitor/trainees/trainee-support
mailto:katiewood@lawscot.org.uk
http://www.lawcare.org.uk/
http://www.stonewall.org.uk/
http://www.unison.org.uk/
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The Andrea Adams Trust 
The Andrea Adams Trust is committed to helping both the individual and organisation deal 

with the problem of bullying and harassment. 

 

Contact details: 

Website:  www.andreaadamstrust.org 

Tel:  01273 275099 

 

Bullying OnLine 
Bullying OnLine is the UK National Workplace.  Bullying Advice Line and a leading source on 

bullying, which has extensive resources on bullying in the workplace and other related 

issues. 

 

Contact details: 

Website: www.bullyingonline.org 

Tel:  07946 610535 (for media inquiries only) 

 

ACAS 
ACAS provides guidance for employers and employees on bullying and harassment at work.  

Their advice leaflet - Bullying and harassment at work: a guide for managers and 

employers includes a checklist for things to include in a dignity at work policy: 

http://www.acas.org.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=304&p=0 

 

Contact details: 

Website:  www.acas.co.uk 

Tel:  01273 275 099 or Helpline on 08457 474 747 

 

Trades Union Congress 
Trade Union Congress provides information on bullying and harassment for employees, 

trade union representatives and links to other sites and campaigns such as: 

http://www.tuc.org.uk/tuc/rights_bullyatwork.cfm 

 

Contact details: 

Website:  www.tuc.org.uk 

Tel:  020 7636 4030 

 

Business Link 
Business Link is government's online resource for businesses.  It contains essential 

information, support and services for you and your business – whether you work for a large 

organisation or are on your way to starting up.  Simple to use, up to date and practical, 

Business Link is the first place to go to find guidance on regulations and to access 

government services. It also has a number of useful online tools, calculators, and best 

practice case studies; and provides access to funding options, as well as wider support.  

Useful advice for small businesses in drafting bullying and harassment policies: 

http://www.businesslink.gov.uk/bdotg/action/detail?r.l1=1073858787&r.l3=1074038578&r

.lc=en&type=RESOURCES&itemId=1073792621&r.l2=1074207487&r.s=m 

Contact details: 

Website:  www.businesslink.gov.uk 

 

 

 

http://www.andreaadamstrust.org/
http://www.bullyingonline.org/
http://www.acas.org.uk/CHttpHandler.ashx?id=304&p=0
http://www.acas.co.uk/
http://www.tuc.org.uk/tuc/rights_bullyatwork.cfm
http://www.tuc.org.uk/
http://www.businesslink.gov.uk/bdotg/action/detail?r.l1=1073858787&r.l3=1074038578&r.lc=en&type=RESOURCES&itemId=1073792621&r.l2=1074207487&r.s=m
http://www.businesslink.gov.uk/bdotg/action/detail?r.l1=1073858787&r.l3=1074038578&r.lc=en&type=RESOURCES&itemId=1073792621&r.l2=1074207487&r.s=m
http://www.businesslink.gov.uk/
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Business Gateway 
Business Gateway is an information service for businesses in Scotland. It provides details of 

support around finance, premises, training, tendering and free business workshops, along 

with information resources, link directories, business news and events. This includes 

information on all aspects of managing employees, including tackling bullying and 

harassment. 

 

Website: www.bgateway.com 

Tel:  0845 609 6611  

 

Dignity at Work Partnership 
The Dignity at Work Partnership is the world's largest anti-bullying project, with £1million 

funding from the Department of Trade and Industry.  Downloads include information packs 

for human resources and for leaders and tips for those experiencing bullying.  Sample 

Dignity at Work Policies include: 

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/158746/0043088.pdf 

 

Contact details: 

Website: www.dignityatwork.org 

Tel:  0207 420 8923 

 

Age and the Workplace 
The Department for Work and Pensions is responsible for welfare and pension policy and is 

a key player in tackling child poverty. It is the biggest public service delivery department in 

the UK and serves over 20 million customers.  DWP supports the government‟s 

commitment to being transparent about public finances 

 

Contact details: 

Website:  www.dwp.gov.uk 

 

http://www.bgateway.com/
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Resource/Doc/158746/0043088.pdf
http://www.dignityatwork.org/
http://www.dwp.gov.uk/


  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shepherdess Walk Buildings 

2 Underwood Row 

London N1 7LQ 

T: 0207 251 4939 

F: 0207 251 4585 

www.equalityworks.co.uk 

 


